**ABSTRACT**

The current paper aimed to identify the relation between ecological intelligence (EI) and the types of multiple intelligences (MI); and pointed out how ecological awareness could be raised through activities of MI. Data were gathered from the freshman students (n = 68) who studied at the Department of Primary Education. Four measures were used in this case study: interviews, multiple intelligence inventory, ecological intelligence scale (EIS), and students' 5-min notes. Correlation analysis was used to find the relationship between the students' ecological intelligence and the types of MI. The responses to interview questions were coded into discrete themes. Findings indicated that the intelligence type which had the most correlation with the sub-dimensions of EIS was InterP. Moreover, moderate relations were determined between the sub-dimensions of EIS and the types of MI which were Bodily/Kinesthetic (BK) and Visual/Spatial (VS). Although the students had difficulties in activities such as drama and role-playing for BK intelligence, they enjoyed, and had better motivation to learn collaboratively during the activities through visual tools. Ecological intelligence relates to various types of MI. Based on this assertion the activities of MI should be integrated in-class environmental activities for students to acquire ecological awareness and sensitivity.
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**INTRODUCTION**

It is a commonly held opinion that Earth is gasping due to human activities. Many studies have confirmed the environmental damage caused by human activities (Goleman et al., 2010; Koger, 2013; Steffen et al., 2007; Steffen, 2013). To protect the Earth from further various environmental issues such as global warming, climate change, and ozone layer depletion, we must take essential steps to protect the environment. First of all, it is very crucial to develop the “ability to adapt to our ecological niche” (Goleman, 2009. p. 93). The development of this ability is only possible by discovering a new kind of consciousness in the minds of every individual. Because although the human mind works well in perceiving and responding to certain hazards in the field of view of nature, it is unfortunately weak in the increasing environmental threats faced today (Goleman, 2009; McCallum, 2008). This situation falls outside the limits of human perception threshold and prevents making visible the uncertain in the future. Goleman (2009) states that although the human brain is extremely alert to the threats it feels; it is not prepared for what it encounters on the ecological front and that these threats fall beyond the threshold of our sensory perception. On the ecological front, these threats can be microscopic or global, and it has been argued are leading to higher rates of cancer and a warming planet (Beck, 2009; Leka et al., 2010). Therefore, to survive, human beings must be able to perceive risks beyond the threshold of perception and change the system of responding to ecological hazards. To do so, it is needed to further improve ecological awareness of individuals and to make sure that they achieve a different form of ecological perspective or perception (Sterling, 2009; Wang et al., 2010). This form of perspective also requires multidisciplinary knowledge and evolves going hand in hand with various types of intelligences such as social, emotional, and intrapersonal intelligence (Goleman et al., 2012). Considering the studies reporting that different types of intelligences are associated with the attainment of ecological awareness, the system of thoughts here encompasses social, psychological, and cognitive dimensions that act in harmony all together (Basu and Mermillod, 2011; Jeronen et al., 2009; Vaughan et al., 2003). The present study, therefore, intended to investigate the relation between ecological intelligence, a new form of conscience, and types of multiple intelligences (MI), while also providing an insight into how to raise ecological awareness through activities of MI.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**The Concept of Ecological Intelligence**

Ecological intelligence is a new kind of conscience that addresses the globally-encountered environmental issues...
with a different ecological approach. *Ecological* refers to understanding of organisms and their ecosystem (Thakur, 2008; as noted in Maria, 2020) while intelligence refers to learning through experiencing and managing our environment efficiently (Goleman, 2009). Intelligence evolves in an individual’s life as a result of dynamic interaction between biology, psychology, and cultural context. Intelligence therefore has a complex and multiple structure and is open for improvement through education. Acquiring ecological knowledge is also possible through interaction with others and within a community. To give an example, environmental activities where students collaborate and what experiences they acquire during such activities can help them have a better understanding of how the nature and the actions of humans are connected and how the natural world works (Goleman et al., 2010). However, to achieve ecological intelligence, these interactions need to be adaptable, so they ensure the continuity of the proper connection between an individual and the nature (Yinger and Hendricks-Lee 1993).

Ecological intelligence is sensuous, cognitive, and sympathetic consciousness that all living things are interconnected and have intrinsic value in their own right (Hornbuckle, 2008; Shumba, 2011; Sterling, 2009). Goleman (2009) stated that ecological intelligence relies on not only the knowledge or cognitive components of environmental issues but also the perceptions and sensitivity of their impact. People who have ecological intelligence know about how things and nature work and they have capacity to perceive interconnections between people’s actions and their hidden impacts on planet, human health, and social systems. Based on these definitions, Goleman (2009) maintains that individuals with ecological intelligence act consciously knowing what impacts they have on the ecosystem, support improvements, as well as share what they have learnt with others and become an environment-friendly producer and consumer. In a study where Akkuzu (2016) bases the theory therein on Goleman’s (2009) definition of ecological intelligence, Akkuzu highlights four different dimensions of the ecological intelligence. Addressing the ecological problems caused especially by consumption behaviors in economical, social, and environmental terms, these sub-dimensions are ecologically conscious purchasing behavior (ECPB), hidden ecological impacts of products (HEIP), ecological sensitivity (ES), and ecological knowledge sharing (EKS). Exhibiting these behaviors and characteristics required by ecological intelligence is only attained through mindful awareness.

**The Role of Ecological Intelligence in Environmental Education (EE) Based on Theory of Multiple Intelligence (TMI)**

Given the fact that humans are not naturally-born environmentalists and have a poor perception and consciousness of the nature, it should be clear that ecologically-intelligent abilities are to be acquired through learning. Marinescu and Burcea (2012) state that lack of education in general terms and specifically lack of ecological education resulted in attitudes that cause individuals to adopt destructive behaviors. To prevent it, one of the most important responsibilities of schools is to make sure that individuals obtain ecological consciousness and sensitivity (Kainth, 2009). EE is therefore critically essential to raise students who will take on active roles in protecting the nature by making conscious decisions and acting in an environment-friendly way (Goleman et al., 2012). To enable students to propose long-lasting solutions for ecological problems through EE, it is necessary that ecological consciousness, knowledge, values, manners, and experiences are all attained simultaneously (Eilam and Trop, 2012; Sethusha, 2006; Vaughan et al., 2003). Numerous studies further emphasize that, to be able to achieve them, students need to participate in various activities where they are actively engaged (Staples et al., 2019) and practice and improve their competencies (Wiek et al., 2011), and the different types of intelligences they have (Al-Balhan, 2006; Bag, 2010; Goleman et al., 2010; Petruta, 2013). Therefore, a pioneering teaching strategy that draws attention to individual differences, the teaching strategy that is based on Gardner’s theory of MIs is commonly encountered in practices of EE.

The TMI is mainly based on Piaget’s idea that maintains children develop individually and have varying styles of learning in education. Children learn and comprehend knowledge in varying ways as they grow up (Piaget, 1969), which affects the decisions concerning the teaching methods that seek a balance between creative/intuitive and scientific/rational dimensions of educations (Gruenewald, 2003; Zoldosova and Prokop, 2006). Inspired by Piaget’s ideas, Gardner (1983) addressed the TMI for the 1st time in his book *Frames of Mind: The TMs and emphasized that intelligence was multiple and could be exhibited in varying manners in education. The theory is essentially based on teaching practices that allow students to make use of and improve all their competencies, interests, and desires. Based on the idea that MI mostly work together in harmony instead of running separately, this theory also hints at how ecological intelligence develops. For example, Goleman et al. (2012) maintain that social and emotional intelligence extend students’ competencies of seeing from another’s perspective, empathizing, and showing concern while ecological intelligence applies these capacities to an understanding of natural systems and melds cognitive skills with empathy for all of life. Contrary to the modern education that intends to raise rational individuals, EE focuses on achieving an understanding of human dependence on holistic socioecological systems that encompass limits of humankind’s life, questions of will and desire, social responsibility, emotions, imagination, and embodied knowing (Kagawa and Selby, 2010; Sterling, 2009; Wolff, 2011). This requires MI and ways of knowing, reframing of the skills, making synthesis, and coping with uncertainty (Sterling, 2009).

It is therefore argued that types of intelligences should be considered indissociable in EE and that different fields of intelligence are associated with each other and contribute to ecological consciousness all together. McCallum (2008) notes that varying forms of consciousness also collaborate with
ecological intelligence in raising environmental awareness of students. Similarly, Jeronen et al. (2009) underline that EE based on MI enhance environmental awareness, environmental sensitivity, understanding of environmental problems, taking on responsibilities, and knowledge of the nature and the ecology while also further improving environmentally-conscious emotions and values and the competencies and qualifications of importance for protection of the nature. Based on all this, we can state that the ecological abilities needed to survive life’s challenges involve a collaborative intelligence discovered and accomplished as a species. Furthermore, we are aiming in our research at emphasizing ecological intelligence stimulated within the lessons taught by the students carrying out the MI activities. In carrying out the research we focused on the following objectives:

- Identifying the relation between ecological intelligence and the types of MI
- Pointing out how ecological awareness can be raised through activities of MI.

**METHODOLOGY**

We used case study method to examine closely the data within our research context. Case studies provide specific answers to a given problem that will be applicable in addressing the context under investigation (Yin, 2017). The researchers explore a single entity or phenomenon (the case), bounded by time and activity (an event, process, institution, or social group), and collect detailed information using a variety of data collecting procedures during a sustained period of time (Gerring, 2017).

**Participants**

The participants consisted of 1st year students (n = 68) who studied at the Department of Primary Education, Division of Elementary Teaching. The research was implemented from March to May 2019 in the EE course. The application was carried out with the participation of the researchers in different lecture hours in two classes. Demographic information was gathered from each participant (for example, age, gender, course class). 65% of the students were female, 35% of them were male and ages ranged from 18 to 22. After the research aims were explained to the participants, all students were asked to participate in the research and their informed consents were obtained. The personal information of the participants was kept confidential and the data was only used for research purposes. Participants had the right to freely choose whether or not to contribute to the research (British Educational Research Association, 2011 as cited in Taber, 2014).

**Instruments**

As a form of data triangulation, we used multiple ways of obtaining qualitative and quantitative data. We collected data by interviews, MI inventory, ecological intelligence scale (EIS), and students’ notes.

**Multiple Intelligence Inventory (MII)**

MII was proposed by Gardner (1983). In this study, “MII” translated into Turkish by Saban (2002) was used. The inventory consisted of 8 sections and 10 items in each section, a total of 80 items. Items were prepared according to the five-point grading system. These were classified as: Not suitable for me (0), slightly suitable for me (1), partially suitable for me (2), fairly suitable for me (3), completely suitable for me (4) (Saban, 2002). The scores that each student received from the inventory were added up and the total scores for intelligence types were revealed. While the reliability coefficients for each of the sub-sections of the scale ranged from 0.72 to 0.89, it was calculated as 0.84 for the entire scale. For each intelligence type, the minimum score was 10 and the maximum score was 50. The total scores in the types of intelligences were determined as those between 33 and 40 were “very highly developed,” 25–32 were “highly developed,” 17–24 were “moderately developed,” 9–16 were “slightly developed,” and 0–8 were not developed (Saban, 2002).

**EIS**

To measure the ecological intelligence levels of the students we utilized the “Ecological Intelligence Scale” (EIS) developed by Akkuzu (2016). The EIS is a 5-point Likert type scale (Always [5]; Often [4]; Sometimes [3]; Rarely [2]; and Never [1]). It consists of 41 items and has four sub-dimensions named as ECPB, EKS, ES, and HEIP. The minimum score was 41 and the maximum score was 205. Statistical reliability was measured by the Cronbach’s alpha (α) value for each dimension ranged from 0.70 to 0.86. Refer to Table 1 for detailed information about the EIS.

**5-min Notes Following the Group Activities**

Students took notes for 5 min about the ecological intelligence dimension evoked by the types of MI after they watched each group’s presentation. They responded to all sub-dimensions by circling one of four response options accompanied by visual cues. We analyzed the highest frequency of the dimensions in the students’ notes and matched them with the related types of MI.

**Interviews**

Structured interviews were conducted with students face-to-face by two researchers at the end of the procedure. The students were asked four questions based on the aim of the study to explore the relation between their ecological intelligence and activities based on TMI. Participants gave their informed consents to be interviewed and audio-recorded. Interviews lasted for approximately 15–20 min and were transcribed verbatim.

| Table 1: The definitions and the reliability of the sub-dimensions of EIS |
|-----------------------|------------------|--------|----|
| **Sub-dimensions**    | **Definitions of sub-dimensions** | **α** | **NI** |
| ECPB                  | Assesses what individuals pay attention to when purchasing products | 0.86  | 14  |
| HEIP                  | Considers the hidden impacts that individuals create in the ecosystem during the production and consumption stages of the products they purchase | 0.82  | 12  |
| ES                    | Reveals individuals’ awareness and sensitivity to ecological problems | 0.80  | 10  |
| EKS                   | Emphasizes the importance of sharing information about ecology | 0.70  | 5   |
Study Procedure and Data Collection
We used an active learning environment in EE to implement the teaching and learning process. To offer students a variety of learning activities, we planned the context in five parts. Students were assigned to be in one of five groups. Each group consisted of between 6 and 7 students. Each group had a part of the course context (for example, Group 1: Water pollution, Group 2: Air pollution), Figure 1. A total of 68 participants took part in the study conducted in two classes (1A and 1B) which were both part of the intervention. Before the process, we informed students about ecological intelligence and about TMI. The procedure continued for 9 weeks. Refer to Figure 1 to view the procedure for this study. Students worked to create activities related to types of MI for their group context. Each group conducted one 90-min lesson to present their activities. The students were involved in various activities, such as: drama, games, songs, interactive competitions, and interviews. Figure 2a-d to view some pictures of the group activities. Students in each group created activities and worked together before their presentations. At this stage, we helped them to associate the activities in their work with the types of MI. During the group presentations, we ensured that students listened carefully and participated in the activities eagerly. MII and EIS were applied to students at the end of the procedure.

Data Analysis
To determine the relationship between the students’ ecological intelligence and the types of MI, total scores were first calculated for the types of MI, and the sub-dimensions of EIS. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to find the relationship and to test the significance at the (α = 0.01 and α = 0.05) level.

Later on, we analyzed the interviews in inductive and comparative ways (Merriam and Tisdell, 2015). Considering our research questions, we determined the codes and main themes. The themes were generated by review of literature and comments of the researchers. Any disagreement was resolved through arguments between the researchers. As a consequence of that, 98% inter-coder agreement was reached.

RESULTS
MI Profiles of the Students
The results of the average scores (x̄) and levels the students got from MII are shown in Table 2. We found out that the students were highly developed in the types of LM, Visual/Spatial (VS), Bodily/Kinesthetic (BK), InterP and IntraP, and moderately developed in the types of VL, MR, and N.

Connections between the Sub-Dimensions of EIS and the Types of MI
To assess the correlations between the sub-dimension of EIS and the types of MI, both quantitative and qualitative findings were considered. The correlation between the points scored in the dimensions of the scale EIS and the points scored in MI was assessed in terms of quantitative findings (Table 3).

According to the correlation results, we found that the intelligence type which has the most correlation with the sub-dimensions of EIS was InterP. Table 3 indicates that InterP is statistically, significantly, and moderately correlated with ECBP (r = 0.46; p < 0.05), ES (r = 0.41; p < 0.05), and EKS (r = 0.33, p < 0.05) (Ratner, 2009). Moreover, we determined moderate relations between BK and VS and the sub-dimensions of EIS.

Table 2: The students’ scores according to the types of MI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of MI</th>
<th>VL</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>VS</th>
<th>BK</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>InterP</th>
<th>IntraP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Level       | MD | HD | HD | HD | MD | HD | HD | MD |

MD: Moderately developed; HD: Highly developed

Figure 1: The context of the study procedure

Figure 2 (a) The students carrying out a competition in the form of question-answer about soil pollution (Group 3). (b) The students were playing guitar and singing songs about global warming (Group 4). (c) The students were demonstrating an experiment on soil pollution that explained soil erosion and the importance of afforestation (Group 3). (d) The students were playing a Taboo game with the words they have prepared on air pollution (Group 2)
In addition to the correlation analysis, the student notes assessment conducted after completing the activities also presented the relation between the sub-dimensions of EIS that students considered dominant in the activities of the group presentations and the types of MI. The images used in Figure 3 are associated to the sub-dimensions of EIS.

The most dominant sub-dimension of the EIS was ECPB (Figure 3). This might be mostly due to the fact that the activities carried out mostly include overall perception of consumption, environmental factors created by this consumption, and production and marketing state of ecological products. ES was also a remarkable sub-dimension of EIS in these matchings. In this sense, we can infer that this sub-dimension emerged because the themes addressed during the activities have promoted environmental sensitivity such as preventing damage to the environment, reducing disposal of hazardous wastes, and preferring renewable energy resources.

**Students’ Responses on the Effectiveness of the Types of MI about Their Ecological Awareness**

Frequency distribution of the students’ responses to the questions investigating which types of MI they think are the most and least effective intelligences for their level of EI and sample quotes are shown in Figure 4a and b.

In their comments on the activities, the students stated that those with improved in-class interaction were more effective on environmental awareness. They emphasized that the activities that let them build critical thinking and inquiry skills such as games, dramas, and interviews were particularly effective. They also expressed those activities with visual tools such as pictures, graphics, and videos were important and effective in drawing attention to the subject. The following quotes revealed that the students herein associated the environmental awareness and the types of MI in the activities they participated in varying aspects.

> I believe employing bodily-kinesthetic intelligence through drama has been effective. We explained what actions are needed not to cause soil pollution. We informed about what products are recycled and how and in what forms of materials they are used after being recycled. We both had fun and learned at the same time. (S18)

> InterP was more effective. The games such as Kahoot and Taboo created a more participatory setting. It was not boring. They inspired an interest for social and environmental issues among us. (S58)

These quotes clearly indicated that among the most dominant of the less effective intelligences on ecological awareness were VL intelligence and MR intelligence. In VL intelligence, the activities were mostly PowerPoint presentations/instructions/poems. Such activities were mostly intended to transfer knowledge, and the overall impression concerning these activities was that they did not inspire for commenting or inquiring. The students noted that such activities diminished the interest for and appeal of the issue, as well as its comprehensibility.

> For me, verbal-linguistic intelligence was less effective in my learning. Because we prepared and performed a presentation, staging facilitates long-lasting understanding of an issue. I do not think we can have a continuous understanding unless we associate the things we read with our lives. (S7)

**Students’ Responses on the Process of EE Course**

Addressing environmental issues within the scope of activities of MI in the classroom environment provided acquirements for the students in various aspects. The most interesting finding was that the activities of varying intelligences appealed to many students and helped them stay focused throughout the activities (Table 4).

It is clear in the quotes that the activities have been brought the students new experiences.

> The class was conducted within the scope of the theory of MI, which taught us how to use multiple teaching methods for teaching about environmental issues. It was particularly engaging for me to employ dramatic activities. For example, I used to be able to teach about soil pollution, which was my subject, only through scientific methods, and now can teach it with sketch activities. (S28)

> Employing activities of MI allowed us to participate in the class of EE more effectively, and we did a preliminary preparation for collecting information about the topics by ourselves. Then, in classroom, we all taught our subjects in accordance with the theory of MI. We have acquired a new and different experience. (S46)

Another noteworthy finding is that these activities were also useful in raising ecological awareness, which is the main goal herein. To give an example, one of the students is quoted to state that environmental issues can be taught in a more sensible and permanent way.

### Table 3: Pearson’s correlation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-dimensions of EIS</th>
<th>The types of MI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VL</td>
<td>LM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECPB</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIP</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EKS</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05, **p<0.01
Figure 3: Matching representation of the group activities among the types of MI and the sub-dimensions of EIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of MI</th>
<th>GN</th>
<th>VL</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>VS</th>
<th>BK</th>
<th>MR</th>
<th>InterP</th>
<th>IntraP</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GN: Group Number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ECPB: (f.17), HEIP: (f.7), ES: (f.9), EKS: (f.7).

Students’ responses in the interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I guess mostly the InterP and rhythmic ones. I believe everyone can relate to them. Street-interviewing, in-class competition, and moreover, the activities we presented before our friends all contributed to our social intelligence since we were actively communicating with them. (S50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was more effective to use visual intelligence for explaining what impact population has on the environment. Because it was visualizing the damage to the nature that is caused by humankind. (S63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think the activity of reading poem aloud pertaining to rhythmic and verbal intelligence was less effective in the soil pollution group. Because it was a short-lived and literary one. (S31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe the music we made was less effective. Because the students were unable to learn anything about the global warming through music. We have included this activity to have a kind of a break from all the information (writing) activities. (S23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: (a) Frequency distribution of the students’ responses (b) Frequency distribution of the students’ responses

I think it was different that the class was administered in accordance with the theory of MI. Everyone used different types of MI and did creative environmental activities. I have realized how much environmental pollution people are
causing. I have also realized once again that environmental pollution does do damage to all the living. (S47)

The drawback where the students felt the most inadequate is designing activities for each type of MI. We also found that students had difficulties in activities such as drama and role-playing for bodily-kinesthetic intelligence. Moreover, some students expressed about the difficulty of producing a musical piece of work while designing activities for rhythmical intelligence.

I have not done a presentation based on TMI in my education life before. I was anxious as it was the first time. The reason for my concern was the lack of knowledge about subject and fear of not being able to perform any activity. I was unable to conduct extensive research. (S20) I was not satisfactorily creative. I had difficulties in coming up with activities for each form of intelligence. It is not that easy to produce new things. (S38)

We had our drawbacks in drama. Because, we have not performed any drama-based instruction before. We were not effective enough in employing our actions. (S29)

All these difficulties might have emerged because they were dealing with ecological subject for the first time, preparing group activities, pushing their creativity, and needed to act collaboratively.

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

We examined the relation between the types of MI that are commonly applied in education and the sub-dimensions of ecological intelligence, which foregrounds a theme of being ecologically intelligent. We also stressed that ecological awareness can be attained through activities of MI. Theoretical knowledge runs short in the field of education to ensure that students act focusing on ecological problems to tackle these problems. Referring to this statement, in their study where Hungerford and Volk (2005) focused on the relation between environmental knowledge and behavioral changes, the researchers reported that having environmental knowledge does not necessarily result in long-term behavioral changes while developing personal connections, collective actions and a sense of responsibility for environmental issues is a critical factor in changing the behaviors. It is another critical fact that human actions need the interconnection between mind and body (Lehtonen et al., 2018). It is where activities of MI inevitably take on an efficient role. Therefore, the acquirement of ecological knowledge and exploration of ideas should take many forms music, movement, introspection, cooperation, and visually oriented experiences as well as language and math-oriented experiences. Students should therefore internalize ecological concepts both internally and experientially by applying them in a learning setting. Given the fact that humans are not naturally born environmentalists, it should be clear that ecologically intelligent abilities are to be acquired through multiple learning by education. Within this context, our study contributes as students both practiced during activities of MI and internalized ecological concepts during such activities.

There is a very limited number of studies in the literature that point out how activities based on the theory of MIs can improve ecological awareness (Baş, 2010; Herwina, 2018; Stevenson, 2007; Strife, 2010). To give an example, a study where Baş (2010) applied the MIs instructional strategy reported that this strategy enhanced students’ environmental awareness knowledge levels. Studies also underline students need to be actively engaged in activities to acquire better ecological awareness (Aydede-Yalçın, 2016; Ballantyne and Packer, 2002; El Batri et al., 2019; Okayama, 2019). In a meta-analysis conducted by Arik and Yılmaz (2020), they found that EE through active learning yielded broadly productive outcomes. In our study as well, students expressed that they enjoyed and had better motivation and ability to learn comprehensibly when given the chance to put their work into action and to act collectively. Motivation is among the greatest factors that help students acquire ecological awareness and convert this awareness into behavioral actions (Aliman et al., 2019; Hidayat et al., 2017; Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002). Jensen and Schnack (1997) mentioned on environmental action as an educational approach. This approach focuses on developing young people’s critical thinking and the understanding, motivation, and skills to act on their values. Therefore, according to our results, these practices are useful both in terms of meaningful learning and promoting motivation for ecologically-conscious behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Lack of the students’ activities in the process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improving motivation for course</td>
<td>Difficulties in designing activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active participation</td>
<td>Inadequate communicative skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating a multiple learning environment</td>
<td>Inexperience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful learning</td>
<td>Inability of in-group communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving in-class interaction</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving ecological awareness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The themes of the interview questions
Our results also reveal that InterP is the type of MI that is most correlated with ecological intelligence. This result is due to the fact that students prepared their environment-themed presentations in an interactive manner and practice the activities that included various play techniques such as taboo, Kahoot, as well as interactive competitions, dramas, and interviews by means of in-class dialogues between the groups. We can therefore infer that in-class activities concerning environmental issues and ecological concepts can be effective if developed for the InterP type of intelligence. In parallel to this conclusion, Petruta (2013) used the technique of brainstorming to ask students to propose ideas for collecting and recycling wastes and found out that the technique activated students’ ecological and social intelligences simultaneously.

Vygotsky (1978) emphasized the importance of social interaction in education since social interaction could activate the mind and facilitate learning. Goleman (2006) reported that the human brain is wired to connect with others and the ability to do this successfully is a key ingredient in life’s achievements. Students’ cultural and environmental connections with each other might have outcomes caused by some of their behaviours and result in these outcomes having driving impact on others, thereby allowing them to improve their ecological intelligence (Bowers, 2010). Considering that intelligence is not solely a matter of mind but also a matter of action and place, ecological knowledge is also constructed jointly through interactions with others and within a setting (Yinger and Hendricks-Lee, 1993). Of all the results herein concerning how InterP is related to the sub-dimensions of ecological intelligence, it is a remarkable result that InterP is significantly and moderately correlated with ECPB, ES, and EKS. This result demonstrates that the students’ presentations emphasized that environmental issues are mostly caused by overconsumption as the biggest human impact and focused on the consumption-related environmental factors and the measures that can be taken against them. Therefore, EKS during in-class activities allowed the students to ask questions about both their conscious purchasing behavior and their ES. So that, through EKS, students realized that humans stand as an essentially important factor for environmental issues, and they should be more sensitive about consumption. We can therefore conclude that ecological intelligence relies on not only the knowledge or cognitive components of environmental issues but also the perceptions and sensitivity of their impact. In this perspective, as a type of intelligence that reflects the cognitive and affective components mentioned herein, ecological intelligence should be developed within students in all its dimensions. What makes ecological intelligence improve as a whole is to make sure that the students participate in various activities of MI where they are actively and interactively engaged in a social setting.

The kind of social interaction that takes place along with active participation enhances ES through empathy, which also enables individuals to relate to others’ feelings. In our study, students were able to address environmental issues from different perspectives and develop empathy during various dialogue-mediated activities such as developing creative drama, playing a music instrument, and singing songs, as well as playing games and doing experiments. Goleman et al., (2012) stressed that social intelligence and empathy support individuals to attain ecological intelligence, and that these components which activate cognitive and affective skills in dealing with ecological problems should be recognized as the integral parts of a whole. Similarly, Shumba (2011) and Sterling (2009) also stated that ecological intelligence is related to either cognitive area or affective area. Furthermore, Basu and Mermillod (2011) also noted that emotional mind and cognitive mind are needed to exhibit environmentally efficient behaviors. Al-Balhan (2006) developed the structured program that included activities of MI to enhance the prospective teachers’ ecological intelligence and ecological sensibilities. He observed that the level of their ecological intelligence and consequently ES was improved through a structured program of Self-Instructional Modules in EE included field-bases activities. Stating that among the goals of ecological intelligence is to improve social responsibility. Sterling (2009) maintained that social interaction is an important component in understanding environmental problems. The students’ responses in their activities and opinions concerning their understanding of environmental problems are indicators of their ES. Based on the results in this regard, we can deduce that the types of intelligences referred are mutually interacting.

In our study, along with social intelligence, we found out that activities based on BK and VS intelligences were also effective in terms of ecological intelligence. Reporting that kinesthetic learning components are particularly effective in learning, studies also recommend that an education package that is based on kinesthetic learning and where visual images are used is developed for EE (Land, 2013). Students preferred especially such activities as drama and role play as activities of MI and expressed that they enjoyed performing or watching them. Österlind (2018) carried out a workshop using drama techniques such as bodily expressions, visualizations, and role-play on the subject of environmental problems. She affirmed that drama allows participants to work on real problems and contribute to more realistic learning experiences. Such activities can actually be effective in various types of intelligences including InterP, BK, VL, and VS intelligences and therefore support the dynamic interaction between the types of intelligence. We also observe that these intelligences which are in a dynamic relationship with each other allow ecological awareness, understanding and openness. The many recognized intelligences do help people to understand life what are, in fact, the interconnected, interactive aspects of the self: body, mind, emotion, and spirit (Gardner, 1983).

Our results also assert that ecological intelligence is connected with intrapersonal, musical and naturalist intelligences. It is utterly a delusion that nature-themed activities can improve only naturalist intelligences of students (Anderson, 2017). Such activities enable students to use various other types of intelligences like logistic and visual intelligences concerning
organic/inorganic life in the nature, nature events, ecological balance, ecological lifestyle, and current ecological problems. Of specific importance to the theory of MI is that the various intelligences often work together in concert rather than in isolation. Hence, a human being might employ several intelligences at a time to understand a particular problem or manage a situation (Sternberg, 1999). In their study, Sangsongfaa and Rawang (2016) applied the integrated model of EE and communicative English based on TMI toward environmental issues such as solid waste, air pollution, water pollution, soil pollution, chemical contamination in soil, chemical application in agriculture. The results of the study indicated that this model based on TMI has been useful in terms of appropriateness of content, activities, and benefit. Similar with our results, Jacobs (2013) asserted that an MI approach to education supports humans to reach our potentials as caring people, people who care for ourselves, for each other, for the planet, and for our fellow animals.

Students also stated that the least effective types of intelligences for ecological awareness have been VL and MR intelligences. It might be because they preferred direct instruction method in verbal intelligence. Among the reasons of distraction during the presentations could be the lack of presentation techniques that would encourage students to establish dialogue or to think about and inquire about a topic. In an educational process addressing sustainability and the green economy, Micangeli et al. (2014) reported that the groups of students who preferred verbal learning had poorer connections within their groups compared to others with different learning preferences. They stated that this stemmed from the preference of verbal intelligence (mainly reading) is quite uniform. In MR intelligence, students had a difficulty in encountering or creating lyrics/songs that properly addressed their topic. The results from the interviews also reveal it. It was particularly challenging for students to design activities of MR and BK intelligences. This challenge might have emerged because students were slightly informed about ecological subjects and under experienced and anxious about producing lyrics and songs or performing activities such as role-play and drama to address these subjects. Contrary to this situation, studies propound that EE assisted with music improves students’ academic achievements, reduces behavioral issues, and enhances social interactions among other benefits, as supported by TMI (Nganji, 2013; Ramsey, 2002; Turner and Freedman, 2004). For this reason, when designed and practiced properly, activities of musical intelligence can be of great use in improving ecological intelligence.

Consequently, we can assert that activities of MI help students to develop physical, intellectual, social and emotional skills and besides they can acquire ecological awareness and sensitivity. Hence, MI can offer students the ability to contextualize learning through a holistic lens that includes environmentally responsible emotions, values, sensitivity for the environment, responsible environmental behavior and knowledge about nature and ecology, social action skills, and growth. Activities of MI can create a process that provide experiences that enable students to better internalize and understand the true characteristics and qualities of natural and human systems on earth.
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